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Clear Harbor Flash –  Market Update 
 
Just seven weeks into the new year, markets have already recorded a number of striking contrasts with 

2014 in the direction and relative value of commodities, currencies, and global equities. Here are several 

developments of particular interest.  

Europe. European equities are off to a very strong start to 20151, with the Euro Stoxx Index of large cap 

equities better by more than 10% in euro terms, or just over 4% in U.S. dollars—a clear about-face from 

the -7.9% return in dollar terms for full-year 2014. So far this year, our allocation to this segment of the 

European market is better by approximately 12% in dollar terms, while our allocation to European small 

caps is better by nearly 7%. This contrasts with a gain of approximately 2% in the S&P 500 (with small- 

and mid-cap indices in the U.S. just fractionally better), lending a boost to our overall equity 

performance. 

Our base case envisions continued weakness in the euro as the ECB expands its balance sheet and 

pushes sovereign and investment grade bond yields close to, or in some cases below, zero percent. Such 

a rate environment in several Eurozone countries is, on the margin, likely to entice capital to the high-

yield bond and equity markets. The massively depressed levels of consumer and business sentiment also 

point to the possibility that incremental improvements in the fortunes of corporate Europe could push 

equity levels significantly higher for longer than many strategists expect. 

At the same time, the dramatic decline in the euro already witnessed to date suggests some degree of a 

rebound cannot be ruled out in the near term. Another risk is that the departure of Greece, or 

potentially another weaker nation, from the euro could prompt investors to view the balance of the 

Eurozone as a more viable currency bloc.  

Such a consideration may be counterintuitive and even appear premature, particularly in light of the 

most recent agreement this afternoon for Greece to “kick the can” down the road for another four 

months. Nevertheless, an eventual exit remains possible, and could indeed lend support to the 

currency—and undermine returns for those who hedged their dollar-denominated investments in the 

region. While such outcomes do not represent our base case, these and other risks lead us to be content 

with our current allocations, rather than to commit additional equity capital to Europe at this time.  

                                                            
1 Data is as of February 20, 2015. 
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Japan. The Japanese equity markets are surging into 2015, with the Nikkei better by more than 5% so 

far in dollar terms, versus -4.15% for full-year 2014. As with European equities, our exposure to Japan in 

both 2014 was currency hedged, allowing for our clients to benefit not only from rising equity prices but 

also the faltering yen. We expect these trends to continue, with the potential to be joined by stirrings of 

a possible virtuous cycle from a newly awakened M&A cycle, business and consumer sentiment—all in a 

market environment with P/Es below historic norms for the island nation.  

Clear Harbor will continue to monitor developments in Europe and Japan. I look forward to providing 

additional analysis on these and other subjects in our Q2 Outlook next month.  

Other noteworthy developments to date: 

Emerging Markets. After a decline of nearly 2% last year, emerging markets are off to a significantly 

better start to 2015 with the MSCI Emerging Markets Index better by 3.1%.   

U.S. Equities. So far this year, U.S. stocks are showing dispersion across sectors, but not market 

capitalization: small, mid and large caps are all generally trending together. This trend is in stark contrast 

to 2014 when small capitalized companies underperformed the large cap S&P 500 by 8.5%!  

Utilities. At the sector level, utilities reversed course into 2015, and are currently off -3% year-to-

date. Although interest rates are nearly unchanged from last year, the anticipation that the Federal 

Reserve will take the first steps—albeit very gradual ones, in our opinion—toward a more normal rate 

environment has spooked investors who anticipate a lower return on equity capital for utility 

companies.   

Energy Stocks. Public energy company shares are in positive territory by approximately 2.7% YTD as oil 

has found—at least temporarily—a bottom. We do believe the commodity cannot trade at current levels 

indefinitely, and indeed seems poised to establish a foundation for higher prices toward the back half of 

2015 and into 2016. However, we are loathe to extrapolate too far from the recent bounce-back in 

shares given the massive correction witnessed in 2014, and the continued uncertainty as to the timing of 

a more balanced supply/demand picture.   

Energy Bonds. High-yield energy bonds that were “on sale” in December of 2014 have since rallied 

significantly, as investors spend recent weeks parsing the plethora of secondary issues to glean 

attractive opportunities from the chaos. As a result, energy debt, which represents 15-20% of most U.S. 

high-yield indices, has outperformed the Barclays Aggregate Bond index by approximately 1.75%; in 

2014, it weighed significantly on total fixed income performance.  

The Fed. The Federal Reserve is clearly struggling with how to balance a strengthening economic picture 

at home with troubling events abroad. The improvement in employment data at home has certainly 

provided ammunition for those arguing for a raise in the crucial federal funds rate by June. However, 

dovish considerations include faltering wage growth, a flailing Eurozone and China, the risks of a 

stronger dollar for disinflation and U.S. exporters, and rising geopolitical risks from Russia to Riyad.   
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Perhaps most of all: after years of emptying the chamber, many are concerned the Fed must take time 

to reload the shotgun if it is to be ready to combat any future economic weakness. As such, the Clear 

Harbor base case is for a symbolic rate hike in 2015 to reassure markets that the Fed is in fact 

committed to a return to a more normal monetary policy environment. But we look for the slope of 

future hikes to be significantly lower than in past recoveries—or than many investors currently expect. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Disclosure: 

Clear Harbor Asset Management, LLC (“Clear Harbor”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal 

place of business in the State of New York. Clear Harbor and its representatives are in compliance with the current 

notice filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Clear Harbor 

maintains clients. Clear Harbor may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed, or qualifies for 

an exemption or exclusion from notice filing requirements.   

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. The commentary may contain general 

information and views that are not directly relevant to your particular account. Opinions expressed herein are 

those of Aaron Kennon and may differ from those of other employees and affiliates of Clear Harbor Asset 

Management LLC. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment 

advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information presented herein is subject to change 

without notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any comparison to an 

index, including the S&P 500 and Russell 2000, is for comparative purposes only. An investment cannot be made 

directly into an index, which are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. This brochure is 

limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. The current 

account composition is intended for informational purposes and allocations are subject to change. 

For information pertaining to the registration status of Clear Harbor, please contact Clear Harbor or refer to the 

Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Clear 

Harbor, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form ADV from Clear Harbor 

using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send 

money. 

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/

